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Gabby Williams makes history by 
being fourth pick in WNBA draft                
https://www.rgj.com/story/sports/college/
nevada/.../gabby-williams.../513040002/ - 
Gabby Williams made history Thursday night. 
The Reed High alum became the first Northern 
Nevada born and raised product to be drafted 
into the WNBA. Williams, who starred at 
Connecticut the last four seasons, was the 
fourth pick in the draft by the Chicago Sky. The 
21-year-old was one of 10 players ...

************************************** 
Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage 
Murders and the Birth of the FBI                    
National Archives Video Collection          1.6K                                                                          
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=T28tJRHb9Pg&sns=em
In Killers of the Flower Moon, David Grann 
revisits a shocking series of crimes in the 1920s 
in which dozens of people were murdered in 

cold blood. After oil was discovered beneath their land, the members of the Osage Indian Nation 
became the richest people per capita in the world, but then, one by one, the Osage began to be 
killed off. Those that dared to investigate the killings were themselves murdered. At this point, 
the FBI took up the case and with the Osage, they began to expose one of the most chilling 
conspiracies in American history. A book signing will follow the program.   

Murder on a Reservation (documentary) jay den 37:45 
Buried secrets: The Osage murders CBS Sunday Morning  8:28 

• Osage Murders/The Reign of Terror Historical Overview ChandlerBerrett'sFilms 4:01 
• David Grann, "Killers Of The Flower Moon" Politics and Prose   49:06 
• America's Great Indian Nations - Full Documentary Questar Entertainment   54:35 
• Journey of the Osage Saint Louis Art Museum 10:01 
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• DiCaprio and Abrams Team Up in Killers of the Flower Moon - Collider ColliderVideos 
3:58 
The murder investigation that made the FBI- BBC News BBC News  2:31 

• Mysterious North America Giants & Advance Ancient Human Civilizations Comex Joe 
1:00:33 
10 Sacred Native American Places American Eye  8:36 

******************************************************************************
Senators question Yucca Mountain in DOE’s proposed budget
By Gary Martin / RJ Washington Bureau
******************************************************************************
More from UNR Special Collections

Title:  The Pyramid Lake controversy (NC1132)   
Abstract:  
Student paper submitted to Oberlin College on water rights and use of Pyramid Lake and 
Truckee River water by farmers in the Newlands Project area near Fallon, Nevada, and the 
Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe.
Creator(s):  Van Horne, Bea Date(s):  1970     Collection Number:  NC1132
Place(s):   Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of the Pyramid Lake Reservation, 
Subject(s):  Water rights--Nevada | Water use--Nevada

Title:  A. Dobie Jenkins Papers (2006-20)   
Abstract:  Contains information relating to the California-Nevada Interstate Water Compact 
public policy issues including the protection of Pyramid Lake the rights of the Northern Paiute 
tribe. Included are photocopies of correspondence, carbon copies of letters, legislative bills, 
photocopied newspaper articles and magazine articles, and reports from governmental agencies.
Creator(s):  Jenkins, A. Dobie Date(s):  1955-1979 Place(s):  Pyramid Lake (Nev.)--
Subject(s):  Water resources development--Nevada--Pyramid Lake | Water rights--
California | Water rights--Nevada | Water--Law and legislation--California | Water--Law 
and legislation--Nevada     Collection Number:  2006-20

Title:  Postcard to Lida Cook (2017-57)   
Abstract:  Rachel U. was born in Greenwood, New York and moved as a teacher to Pyramid, 
Nevada between 1900 and 1910. Collection contains one postcard written by Rachel U. to Lida 
Cook on January 23, 1910. Rachel talks about living on the edge of a lake, which we know from 
the postmark is Pyramid Lake.           Collection Number:  2017-57

Creator(s):  Updyke, Rachel  Date(s):  January 23, 1910 Place(s):  Pyramid Lake 
Title:  Friends of Pyramid Lake Records (94-54)   
Abstract:  Included are minutes, agendas, correspondence, position papers, membership rolls, 
special events files, articles about Pyramid Lake, correspondence with other environmental 
organizations, subject files, and clippings.
Creator(s): Friends of Pyramid Lake  Date(s):Bulk, 1982-1997  Place(s):  Pyramid Lake 
Subject(s):  Water conservation--Nevada--Pyramid Lake Region | Water--Law and 
legislation--Nevada | Water-supply--Nevada--Congresses | Wetland conservation--Nevada--
Lahontan Valley       Collection Number:  94-54
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Title:  Mary Cutlip Bean Papers (95-10)   
Abstract:  Includes materials related to the Pyramid Lake Guest Ranch (also known as the Sage 
Dude Ranch); horse breeding; Wayne and Bernice Cutlip; ranch owners Alva Lasalle (Beau) 
Kitselman, Marjorie Kitselman Hanson Rautzahn, and Leslie Kitselman Figeroa; ranch manager 
and horse breeder Harry Drackert; articles about Pyramid Lake by journalist Basil Woon and 
others; and historical and biographical information on the above topics compiled by Mary Bean.
Creator(s):  Bean, Mary Cutlip, 1939- Date(s):  1934-1967 Place(s):  Pyramid Lake 
Subject(s):  Divorce--Nevada | Dude ranches--Nevada--Pyramid Lake |      Coll#:  95-10

Title:  Drawings of Pyramid Lake (NC533)   
Abstract:  Watercolor drawings of Pyramid Lake, Nevada, in winter and spring.
Creator(s):  https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10214489693411086&set=a.
10202221323149497.1073741826.1082426486&type=3  Natches, Gilbert
Date(s):  1914https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10214489693411086&set=a.
10202221323149497.1073741826.1082426486&type=3 Place(s):  Pyramid Lake (Nev.)
Subject(s):  Art, Paiute | Artists--Nevada--20th century  Collection Number:  NC533

Title:  Charles E. Hancock Collection of Nevada water Court Cases (91-54)   
Abstract:  This collection consists of court documents for the case which involved water rights 
to the Truckee River in Nevada and a reconsideration of the Orr Water Ditch decree, and for the 
appeal cases which arose from that litigation. The collection Includes motions, interrogatories, 
answers and objections, notices, memorandum, lists of witnesses and experts, opinions of the 
litigants and the courts.
Creator(s):  Hancock, Charles E., 1874-Date(s):  1974-1986
Place(s):  Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of the Pyramid Lake Reservation, 
Nevada; Truckee River (Calif. andNev.)
Subject(s):  Water rights--Nevada     Coll#:  91-54
*****************************************
Find out how to help us find one million Americans 
who love libraries and we'll send you some free 
library art in the mail just for inviting your friends - 
action.everylibrary.org/millioninvites — with Donna 
Merritt.
*****************************************
Title:  Pyramid Lake Water Papers (NC1202)   
Abstract:  Includes legal briefs in the case of the U.S. 
and Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe vs Truckee-Carson 
Irrigation District; correspondence, reports and notes on 
the California-Nevada Interstate Compact for Lake 
Tahoe, much of which was authored by Robert Leland; 
material on the Newlands Project; legal briefs in the 
case of the U.S. vs the Alpine Land and Reservoir 
Company; minutes of the Pyramid Lake Task Force; 
and materials related to deeding water rights to the 
tribe.
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Creator(s):  University of Nevada, Reno. Bureau of Governmental Research.
Date(s):  1969-1979 Collection Number:  NC1202
Place(s):  Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of the Pyramid Lake Reservation, 
Nevada; Tahoe, Lake, Region (Calif. and Nev.)

Title:  Washoe County, Nevada Postmark Collection (2017-47)   
Abstract:  Postcards and envelopes with postmarks from various town and ghost town post 
offices in Washoe County, Nevada. Collection contains five items from the following locations: 
Steamboat, Wadsworth, Flanigan, and Pyramid.
Creator(s): Missing in EAD Date(s):  1879-1954
Place(s):  Flanigan (Nev.); Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Steamboat Springs (Nev.); Wadsworth 
Subject(s):  Postal service--Nevada--History | PostcardsCollection Number:  2017-47

Title:  Proposed Anaho Island wilderness area, draft environmental statement (NC1012)   
Abstract:  Review of impacts from a proposal to designate Anaho Island in Pyramid Lake, 
Nevada, as a wilderness area. Included is a description of the island, geological history, legal 
ownership, climate, wildlife present, economic activities, and potential impacts of proposed 
action.  Creator(s):  United States. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
Date(s):1972  Place(s):Anaho Island National Wildlife Refuge (Nev.); Pyramid Lake (Nev.)
Collection Number:  NC1012

Title:  A Partial Review of Israel Cook Russell's Geologic History of Lake Lahontan (1885) 
in Respect to Several More Recent Geologic Publications (89-38)   
Abstract:  Report comparing Russell's book on the geologic history of Lake Lahontan, Nevada, 
with later works centering on the origin of the name, the level of Pyramid Lake and its 
relationship with Winnemucca Lake, and theories of tufa formation as related to the age of 
Pyramid Lake. Creator(s):  Lugaski, Thomas Peter    Date(s):  1981
Place(s):  Lahontan, Lake; Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Winnemucca Lake (Nev.)
Subject(s):  Geology--Nevada     Collection Number:  89-38

Title:  John Albert Marshall Papers (90-16)   
Abstract:  Letters to and from Marshall, Carlton Kendall, and Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. regarding 
operation of the Desert Inn as a "divorce ranch' and sportsman's club, and Marshall's attempts to 
sell the property.
Creator(s):  Marshall, John Albert, 1885-1941 Date(s):  1933-1934
Place(s):  Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Sutcliffe (Nev.)  Collection Number:  90-16

Title:  Twenty miles from a match (NC1113)   
Abstract:  Manuscript of Olds' reminiscences of young woman-hood in Tuolumne County, 
California in the 1890s and homesteading and school teaching at Pyramid Lake, ca. 1908-1931.
Creator(s):  Olds, Sarah E., 1875-1963 Date(s):  1977    Collection Number:  NC1113
Place(s):  Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Tuolumne County (Calif.)
Subject(s):  Frontier and pioneer life--Nevada | Women--West (U.S.)--Biography
Title:  Joy Leland Papers (NC1142)   
Abstract:  Included are materials collected in a study of acupuncture in Nevada, including the 
minutes of the State Board of Chinese Medicine, correspondence, notes, bibliography, newspaper 
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clippings, and articles. Other materials in the collection include newspaper clippings about 
Native American Indians in the Reno vicinity, at Pyramid Lake, and in other parts of Nevada; 
and water rights over Pyramid Lake.
Creator(s):  Leland, JoyDate(s):  1973-1993
Place(s):  Pyramid Lake (Nev.)--Water rights; Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of the Pyramid Lake 
Reservation, Nevada
Subject(s):  Acupuncture | Indians of North America--Nevada | Medicine--Nevada | Water 
rights--Nevada      Collection Number:  NC1142

In case you feel a little beehind............sdc

Title:  University of Nevada, Reno, Office of the President 
Records (AC 0052)   
Abstract:  Collection contains correspondence, reports, 
memorandums, and other records from the office of the 
president of the University of Nevada, Reno, 1965-1974. 
Presidents serving during this period are Charles J. Armstrong, 
1958-1965; N. Edd Miller, 1965-1973; and Max C. Milam, 
1974-1978.
Creator(s):  Anderson, Frederick M., 1906-National Collegiate 

Athletic Association.; Nevada Technical Institute. Citizens' 
Advisory Committee for the Law Enforcement Degree Program.; University and Community 
College System of Nevada. Board of Regents.; University of Nevada System. Coordinating 
Council.University of Nevada, Reno. Office of the President.
Date(s):  ca. 1916-1974   Collection Number:  AC 0052
Place(s):  Little Valley (Washoe County, Nev.); Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Stead Air Force Base 
(Reno, Nev.)
Subject(s):  College buildings--Nevada--Reno | College personnel management | Higher 
education and state--Nevada | Law enforcement--Nevada | Nurses--Education--Nevada | 
Ranches--Nevada | Universities and colleges--Nevada--Reno--Administration | Vocational 
education--Nevada

Title:  Sessions S. Wheeler Papers (99-01)   
Abstract:  These papers consist entirely of materials related to Wheeler's published writings: 
manuscripts in draft and edited formats, research notes and tapes, original papers and records of 
Max C. Fleischmann, photographs, and newspaper clippings. Mr. Wheeler's personal papers were 
inherited by his family members.
Creator(s):  Wheeler, Sessions S. Date(s):  Bulk, 1928-1992
Place(s):  Black Rock Desert (Nev.); Indochina--Description and travel; Pyramid Lake (Nev.)
Subject(s):  Conservation of natural resources--Study and teaching | Fishing--Alaska | 
Fishing--Pacific coast | Hunting--North America | Indians of North America--Nevada | 
Sheep ranchers--Nevada
Collection Number:  99-01
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Title:  Max C. Fleischmann College of Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station 
Records (AC 0191)   
Abstract:  Correspondence files, 1932-1935, maintained by George Hardman, on various 
projects, including drought relief, erosion, irrigation and water supply with other state and 
federal agencies. Included is a copy of a presentation by William Peterson at the Stockmen's 
Convention, Ursine, Nevada, 1932, on the Taylor Grazing Act. A second series of records, 
1939-1942, were maintained by Howard G. Mason, agricultural planning specialist, concerning 
the Nevada State Land Use Planning Committee and includes agreements, meeting minutes, and 
reports on Churchill, Clark, Douglas, Elko, Lincoln, and Lyon counties.
Creator(s):   Max C. Fleischmann College of Agriculture. Agricultural Experiment Station.
Date(s):  1932-1942
Place(s):  Churchill County (Nev.); Clark County (Nev.); Douglas County (Nev.); Elko County 
(Nev.); Humboldt River (Nev.)--Water rights; Lincoln County (Nev.); Lyon County (Nev.); 
McDermitt (Nev.); Nevada--Maps; Pyramid Lake (Nev.)--Water rights
Subject(s):  Agriculture--History--Nevada | Droughts--Nevada | Electric power systems--
Nevada | Electric utilities--Nevada | Indians of North America--Nevada | Land use--Nevada 
| Land use--Planning--Nevada    Collection Number:  AC 0191

Title:  Public Resource Associates Records (2006-05)   
Abstract:  Records cover the various initiatives, activities, and efforts of both the Public 
Resource Foundation (1982) and later Public Resource Associates (1988) to affect environmental 
change on the national and local levels through grassroots planning and lobbying. Materials date 
from 1919-2012 with the bulk of the material covering the mid- 1980s-2012. The major areas of 
emphasis in this collection are the work to reform the 1872 Mining Law, public lands 
management, and conservation and maintenance of the region's water resources mainly in 
Northern Nevada. The collection consists of correspondence, bureaucratic reports, legislative 
records, congressional bills and hearings, newsletters, information packets, conference materials, 
news clips, slides, photographs, and some audio/visual resources.
Creator(s):Public Resource Associates.Public Resource Foundation.  Date(s):Bulk,
1985-2012  Collection Number:  2006-05
Place(s):  Black Rock Desert (Nev.); Black Rock Desert Region (Nev.); Carson River (Nev.); 
Evans Creek (Reno, Nev.); Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Truckee River (Calif. and Nev.); Walker Lake 
(Nev.) ; Walker River (Nev.)
Subject(s):  Grazing--Nevada | Land use, Rural--Planning--Nevada | Land use--Nevada | 
Land use--Planning--Nevada | Land use--West (U.S.) | Mines and mineral resources--
Nevada | Mining law--Nevada | Natural resources conservation areas--Nevada | Nature 
conservation--Government policy--Nevada | Public lands--Management--Nevada | Public 
lands--Nevada | Rangelands--Effect of grazing on | Reclamation of land--Nevada | Water 
use--Nevada | Watershed management--Truckee River Watershed (Calif. and Nev.) | 
Wetlands--Law and legislation--Nevada--Reno | Wildlife conservation--Nevada
Collection Number:  2006-05

Title:  The Truckee Basin Fishery, 1844-1944 (NC1246/3)   
Abstract:  A history of fish and fishing in the Truckee River from Verdi to Pyramid 
Lake.,Included are a summary of fisheries before 1900, the causes and effects of pollution in the 
river, and the final destruction of native fish species.
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Creator(s):  Townley, John M.    Date(s):  1978  Collection Number:  NC1246/3
Place(s):  Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Truckee River (Calif. and Nev.) Title:  
Sierra Club, Toiyabe Chapter Records (87-04)   
Abstract:  Records created or collected by the Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club, related to the 
environment, its use, and its preservation. Records document chapter activities, the policies and 
activities of various governmental bodies, especially the Bureau of Land Management, the U.S. 
Forest Service, and the Nevada Fish and Game Department (now, Nevada Dept. of Wildlife).
Creator(s):  Sierra Club. Toiyabe Chapter. Date(s):  1924-1987
Place(s):  Naval Air Station (Fallon, Nev.); Pyramid Lake (Nev.); Tahoe, Lake, Region (Calif. 
and Nev.)--Environmental aspects; Truckee River (Calif. and Nev.)   Collection Number:  87-04
Subject(s):  All terrain vehicles--Environmental aspects--West (U.S.) | Anti-
environmentalism--Nevada | Environmental impact statements--Nevada | Environmental 
monitoring--Nevada | Environmental protection--Nevada | Forest management--Nevada | 
Hazardous wastes--Nevada | Mines and mineral resources--Nevada | MX (Weapons system) 
| Public lands--Management--Nevada | Radioactive waste disposal--Nevada | Water use--
Nevada | Water--Management | Wild burros--Control--Nevada | Wild horses--Control--
Nevada | Wilderness areas--Management--Nevada

Title:   Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of the Pyramid Lake Reservation, Nevada 
records      Collection Number:  NC16
Abstract:  Correspondence; minutes; constitution; corporate charter; leases and permits relating 
to tribal economic matters, mining, fishing, boating, agriculture, and livestock; tribal roll; welfare 
and health records; material on the development of tribal lands, both recreational and residential; 
and papers reflecting the tribal interest in and activities concerned with water projects. Much of 
the correspondence deals with administrative matters and legislation, both Nevada and national, 
and with tribal activities connected with this legislation.
Creator(s):  Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of the Pyramid Lake Reservation, Nevada.
Date(s):  1930-1979  Place(s):  Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation (Nev.)
Subject(s):  
Agriculture--Nevada--Pyramid Lake Region | Fishing--Nevada--Pyramid Lake | Paiute Indians | 
Water rights--Nevada | Water-supply--Truckee River Watershed (Calif. and Nev.)

Title:  Sierra Club records (NC1260)   
Abstract:  Collection acquired or created by Richard C. Sill as a result of his participation on the 
boards of the Sierra Club and Toiyabe Chapter (Nevada). Includes official minutes, 
correspondence, reports, bylaws, newsletters, policy statements, and subject files. Subjects of 
importance include the Pyramid Lake Task Force (involved in determining water rights of 
Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe), Lake Tahoe, Bodega Bay nuclear power plant, preservation of the 
wilderness, and conservation.
Creator(s):  Sill, Richard C., (Richard Clement), 1923-1981     Date(s):  1957-1980
Place(s):  Bodega Bay (Calif.); Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of the Pyramid Lake Reservation, 
Nevada; Tahoe, Lake, Region (Calif. and Nev.)           Collection Number:  NC1260
Subject(s):  Conservationists--West (U.S.) | Water use--Nevada | Water-supply--Nevada
*****************************************************************************
Guardian UK 
Excerpt: "Over the past year, in collaboration with Global Witness, the Guardian has attempt to 
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record the deaths of environmental defenders who have been killed while protecting their 
community's land or natural resources."          READ MORE

Land of poison
More than half a century later, the 
effects of Cold War-era uranium 
mining are still killing the Navajo 
Nation
theweek.com

**************************************************************************************************
"Have the courage to follow your heart and intuition. They somehow already know what you 
truly want to become." — Steve Jobs
***************************************************************************************************
VIDEO: Is This the End of the Signature?  By ERICA BERENSTEIN
People have used the handwritten signature to prove their identity, but it has also 
become an expression of personality in addition to being a sign of growing into 
adulthood. But now, the signature may be going out of style.
****************************************************************************************************
www.nativecommunityactioncouncil.org 
 
Native Community Action  P.O. Box 46301 Las Vegas, NV 89114 
Contact email: nativecommunityactioncouncil@gmail.com 
 
NEWS RELEASE Tuesday, April 5, 2018 Las Vegas, Nevada 
Native Community Action is sponsoring a Native American Ethnohistory Gathering at the 
UNLV Barrick Museum of Art theater, April 28th, 2018 from 3 pm – 7 pm. The event is to 
provide engagement with Native American tribal communities throughout the Great Basin. “The 
10,000 year old stories and songs of the Shoshone people are literally, the unwritten history of 
the west” said, Ian Zabarte, Secretary of Native Community Action. 
 
Native Community Action is a collaborative effort begun with tribal community and researchers 
from Clark University in the mid-1990s. The Nuclear Risk Management for Native Communities 
Project is one of the first research projects studying radiation exposure pathways. The mission of 
the Native Community Action is: “To preserve traditional histories, rights and benefits for 
Native Americans of the Great Basin pursuant to our customs and traditions by understanding, 
educating and managing nuclear risks threatening the people.” 
 
Native American oral history of continuing tribal life-ways provided the basis for legal 
contentions filed by Native Community Action at the Atomic Safety Licensing Board in Yucca 
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Mountain licensing by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission arguing that, tribal exposure is 
excessive and the proposed nuclear waste repository should not go forward.  
 
Other events planned include a Water Conference, Cultural Mapping, Winter Stories, Yucca 
Mountain Gathering, Fallon Cultural Sharing and a gathering at the University of Nevada Reno.  
 
Support provided by the Braunstein Foundation, a 501c (3) nonprofit educational organization. 
****************************************************************************************************  
Portraits of Indigenous Women in Mexico, as They Wish to Be Seen                                 
By EVELYN NIEVES from NYT Lens https://ift.tt/2GTQZac                                                
https://www.web2019.com/2018/04/portraits-of-indigenous-women-in-mexico.html 
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The FY18 Choice Neighborhoods Planning Grants

The NOFA for the Choice Neighborhood Planning Grants was posted onwww.grants.gov on 
April 10. 

With this publication, HUD is making available up to $5,000,000 for Planning Grants, including 
Planning and Action Grants.

1. Planning Grants are two-year grants that assist communities with severely distressed 
public or HUD-assisted housing in developing a successful neighborhood transformation 
plan and building the support necessary for that plan to be successfully implemented.

2. Planning and Action Grants are three and a half year planning grants that pair planning with 
action. Experience shows that tangible actions taken early on help communities build 

http://www.grants.gov/
http://www.grants.gov/


momentum for further planning and the eventual transition from planning to 
implementation of that plan. These actions improve neighborhood confidence, which in 
turn sustains the community’s energy, attracts more engagement and resources, and 
helps convince skeptical stakeholders that positive change is possible. Under these 
grants, the planning process activities would take place during the first 24 months of 
the grant period. The planning process will identify Action Activities that will be 
carried out during the latter portion of the grant period. Action Activities must build 
upon the planning for the target housing and neighborhood.

Applications are due on Tuesday, June 12, 2018.    The NOFA and application package must 
be downloaded from thewww.grants.gov site.  Potential applicants should also check out the 
Choice Neighborhoods website,www.hud.gov/cn, for more information about the program.  
Questions about the NOFA may be submitted toChoiceNeighborhoods@hud.gov. 
******************************************************************************
Less Than a Quarter of the Earth Has Escaped 'Substantial Impacts' by Humans
Agence France-Presse 
Excerpt: "Land degradation will unleash a mass migration of at least 50 million people by 2050 - 
as many as 700 million unless humans stop depleting the life-giving resource, more than 100 
scientists warned Monday." READ MORE 
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